My Story: A Documentation of My Health Transformation
!
!
Dear Friends and Family,!
!

May 24th, 2014!

I’m so glad that you contacted me and expressed interest in learning more about the incredible natural
supplement system that I have used to transform my health in just three week’s time! At first, I tried to
respond to each message I received immediately and personally, and found I just couldn’t type that
fast! Also, I want to take this wonderful energy and vitality that I am experiencing and enjoy playing with
my children and finally being free to manage my home!!

!

Three weeks ago, I had hit yet another low point with my health. I was overwhelmed with exhaustion
and fatigue, my weight was spiraling out of control, and despite the spring weather outside I was still
experiencing arthritis pain in my joints. Allergy season had hit full force, and I was suffering from nasal
congestion, watery eyes, sneezing fits and brain fog. The allergies had caused my heart palpitations to
flare up again, and I was experiencing regular headaches and stabbing stomach pain, my all-toofamiliar companions.!

!

All winter long a friend of mine had been urging me to try a system of supplements and wellness
products that both she and a friend of hers were using. They spoke to me of relief from joint pain,
migraines and fatigue, and the weight loss testimonies were certainly compelling!!

!

No, thanks. I’ve tried everything. I’m not interested in some crackpot pyramid scheme. Worked for you?
Great. How nice. Have you googled this thing? The all-wise internet says it’s a hoax.!

!

Well, if it’s a hoax, may the blinders never be lifted from my eyes. Please leave me in my state of
ignorant bliss. Because I have my life back! Wait...”back” isn’t the right word, because I’ve never felt
well or sustained a healthy body weight since I was 8 years old. All through high school I suffered with
painful migraines and fatigue, asthma and a whole host of other symptoms. I contracted mono when I
was 20 years old, which decimated my immune system and sense of well-being, and ever since I have
struggled with chronic fatigue, pain, and weight retention. Every medication I have ever been put on
has left me with scary side effects and worsened my symptoms. Every plan, regime, diet, system,
supplement and superfood has failed me. Every. single. time.!

!

Five years ago I white-knuckled my way into a size 8 by way of an extreme fitness regime and a low
calorie diet. I looked “healthy” on the outside, but the truth is I was exhausted all the time and
experiencing terrible joint pain from the demanding workouts. And once I could no longer maintain that
extreme lifestyle, I gained all the weight back within a matter of weeks. I was devastated and so very
depressed. I felt like I was “stuck” in a trap of illness and despair forever.!

!

And then, I said “yes.” Finally won over by the natural ingredients in the products and the money-back
guarantee, I placed a small order with Xyngular. I received two bottles of Super Fruit Global Blend and
a box of Xyng and started in on the products. Though I went through a few days of serious detox
symptoms as my sinuses cleared and I coughed up green garbage from my lungs, I was also
immediately experiencing a sustained level of healthy, natural energy, an elevated mood, and an overall
sense of calm well-being. In just one week I was breathing clearly and bursting with energy! I decided
to order the Ignite System with Axion and begin a weight loss transformation. In just eight days I have
lost ten pounds, five inches from my waist, four inches from my hips, and three inches from each thigh.!

!

You’re skeptical? I was too. You’re tired of trying “one more thing,” only to have your hopes dashed and
your wallet plundered? So was I. !

!

I invite you to give Xyngular a try. Go to my page at www.xyngular.com/swilbur and poke around. Get
familiar with the products, read the testimonials, and think about whether you are ready to part ways
with fatigue, illness and unwanted body weight forever. Your first order is completely risk-free, you can
return empty packages for a full refund with no questions asked and no hassle.!

!

Should you choose, as I did, to give Xyngular a try, let me just say that I am so thrilled for you! I am so
passionate about these wonderful products and I want to see every tired, hurting, sick and sad friend
and family member experience the same freedom of health and vitality that I have. I’m so thankful to
God for bringing these safe, natural and effective products into my life, and I’m excited to think what the
future may hold for myself and my family as I embrace this wonderful gift of wellness! !

!
Blessings,!
!

Stephanie
!

